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US

Nushu

te.1

Based on the questions raised in document WG2
N4610 from Suzuki Toshiya, the US requests the
Nushu block be removed from the ballot until
additional review and study can be conducted,
and the comments from Suzuki are resolved.

Remove Nushu from the ballot. If this request and
te.4. are accommodated, the US will change its
vote to yes.

US

Arabic
Extended-A

te.2

The US requests the following be added to the
set of Arabic characters already in the
amendment:
U+08D4 ARABIC SMALL HIGH WORD AR‐RUB,
with glyph and properties as documented in WG2
N4592.

Add the character.

US

Arabic
Extended-A

te.3.

The US requests the following 3 characters also
be added to the amendment, with glyphs and
properties as documented in WG2 N4597:
U+08BB ARABIC LETTER AFRICAN FEH,
U+08BC ARABIC LETTER AFRICAN QAF, and
U+08BD ARABIC LETTER AFRICAN NOON.

Add the 3 characters.

US

Miscellaneo
us Symbols
and
Pictographs

te.4

Move the character U+1F32D BLACK WANING
CRESCENT MOON to U+23FE and rename it
“POWER SLEEP SYMBOL”
Rationale: It is expected that this character will
co-occur with the 3 other power characters in the
PDAM (U+23FB-U+23FD). Placement of this
character in the Miscellaneous Technical block
will prevent confusion with other emoji moon-like
characters also in the Miscellaneous Symbols
and Pictographs block.

Move the character and rename it as noted. If this
request and te.1. are accommodated, the US will
change its vote to yes.

US

page 1

ed.1.

In the following text, delete “the” as it is
unnecessary:
“In the Table 5:”

Delete the unnecessary word.

US

page 1

ed.2.

Improve wording in the following text
from:
“These source references are provided in a
machine-readable format that is accessible as
links to this document. The content pointed by

Improve the wording as noted.
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these links is also normative.”
to:
“… format that is accessible as a link from this
document. The content pointed to by…”
US

ed.3.

A similar wording issue exists in clause 23.1 of
the 4th edition:

Add improved wording to Clause 23.1.

23.1 List of source references
A CJK Ideograph is always referenced by at least
one source reference. These source references
are provided in a machine-readable format that is
accessible as links to this document. The content
pointed by these links is also normative.
Add to Amendment 2 a change to this wording as
follows:
“… format that is accessible as a link from this
document. The content pointed to by…”
US

page 1

ed.4.

The following text has an error:

Correct the error.

Page 29 Clause 23 Source references for CJK
Ideographs In the list of Hanzi H sources, …
Change “Hanzi H” to “Hanzi G”.
US

page 1

ed.5.

The following line has an error:
“in the line for kIRG_Source”
Change this to:
“in the line for kIRG_GSource”.

Correct the error.

US

page 2

ed.6.

In the following text, the antecedent of the
restrictive relative clause “that specifies..” would
be “end of line mark”:

Improve the wording as noted and correct the
spelling of the word “CARRIAGE”.

24.2 Source reference file for Tangut Ideographs
The content linked to is a plain text file, using
ISO/IEC 646-IRV characters with CARRAGE
1
2
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RETURN/ LINE FEED as end of line mark that
specifies the sources references data for all
Tangut Ideographs.
Change the wording as follows (and correct the
spelling of “CARRIAGE”):
“…CARRIAGE... as end of line mark. The file
specifies…”
US

ed.7.

A similar wording issue exists in clause 23.2 of
the 4th edition:

Add improved wording for Clause 23.2.

23.2 Source references file for CJK Ideographs
The content linked to is a plain text file, using
ISO/IEC 646-IRV characters with CARRIAGE
RETURN/ LINE FEED as end of line mark that
specifies the sources references data for all CJK
Ideographs.
Add to Amendment 2 a change to the wording as
follows:
“… as end of line mark. The file specifies…”
US

ed.8.

Similar issues to comments 4, 5, 6, and 7 also
exist in Annex G of the 4th edition:

Add improved wording for Annex G comments 4,
5, 6, and 7 as noted.

Annex G (informative)
Alphabetically sorted list of character names
The alphabetically sorted list of character names
is provided in machine-readable format that is
accessible as a link to this document. The content
linked to is a plain text file, using ISO/IEC 646IRV characters with CARRIAGE RETURN/ LINE
FEED as end of line mark, that specifies, after a
4-lines header,
Add to Amendment 2 a change to the wording as
follows:
1
2
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“… as a link from this document. The content…
as end of line mark. The file specifies, after a 4line header, …”
US

page 3

ed.9.

In the following, improve the text with an
additional clause:

Modify the wording as noted.

Page 37 Clause 24 Character names and
annotations
The clause is now renumbered 25. Insert two new
sub-clauses after 25.6 Character names for CJK
Ideographs
Add at the end:
“, renumbering the following clauses:”
US

Old Italic

ed.10.

The spelling for the header above U+1032F
should be corrected to “Raetic” instead of “Rhetic”
(cf. WG2 N4395).

Change the spelling in the header above U+1032F
to “Raetic”.

US

Arabic
Extended-A

ed.11.

WG2 N4585 has corrected glyph and name
errors for U+08DB, U+08DC, U+08E1, and
U+08E2 that appeared in an earlier version of the
ballot.
These included the following:
- U+08DB had the dot above the skeleton,
instead of below.
- The names list had the wrong glyph for U+08E1
ARABIC SMALL HIGH SIGN SAFHA (it had the
glyph for U+08E2 DISPUTED END OF AYAH).
- The names list also had the wrong glyph for
U+08DC ARABIC SMALL WORD AN-NISF (it
had the glyph for U+08DB ARABIC SMALL HIGH
WORD AS-SAJDA)

Note to NBs

US

Latin
Extended-D

ed.12.

The header for U+A7AE needs to be changed
from “Letter for Gabonese orthographies” to
“Letter for African languages”. The header was
incorrect, since the letter is used for the Kulongo

Make the correction as noted.
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language which is used in Côte d’Ivoire, not
Gabon.
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